
Kilo: developing an intimate relationship between kānaka and the natural world through 
continuous authentic engagement with the environment. Understanding what it means to have 
kuleana to the natural and spiritual world. Collect, Analyze, Synthesize.

KILO
Lā (day): Wed
Hola (time):2pm
Kahi (place):Ku’u Hale Kalaoa

Lā:Thursday 
Hola:06/25/20 10am
Kahi:Hualalai Uluha’o site 

PAPAHULILANI:
 The space beyond 

you and the heavens.
 Includes the clouds, 

sun and moon, stars, 
and beyond.

 Top of your head and 
above. Never on the 
ground.

Strong Sun, moving clouds
A gentle occasional Makani 
Hawaiian Hawk and many 
other birds enjoying the day 

Fluttering Mamane trees
Clouds in constant 
movement! The Blue sky 
Iluminating
The relationship between the 
elements all complimenting 
each other!

PAPAHULIHONUA:
 The spaces of earth 

including the land and 
seas.

 The growth and 
changes of these 
spaces caused by 
nature.

 Anything paʻa to the 
earth.

Yellow Awapuhi in bloom
La’I standing tall in 
protection!
Fresh cut grass smell 

This Kilo was really focused 
for me on the relationships 
of all the living forms 
working together as one to 
support one another! We as 
Kanaka should pay attention 
to our surrounding and lift up 
one another in this place! 

PAPAHĀNAUMOKU:
 Kānaka- all people
 Mea Kanu- plants
 Holoholona- animals
 Things that give birth.

Keiki on my street riding 
bike! They put playing cards 
in the spokes of tire to make 
sound of engine! So cute! 
My Bulldogs breathing heavy 
as usual!

The Mamane stood out 
fluttering like the Olapa! I 
was inspired by the Kanaka 
that shared the day with me! 
Expressing everything we 
smelt, tasted and felt with 
each other and what inspired 
them!

‘UHANE/ NAʻAU:
 Your inner self
 Spiritual connection
 How are you feeling

Felling nervous about filling 
out this form, until I’ini 
helped to create a calmness 
of kindness and Love!

Felt the presence of our 
Kupuna every where!  A 
beautiful day spent with 
beautiful elements and 
people! 


